
Thames Landscape Strategy at 25 A series of events to celebrate 

the 25th anniversary of the TLS

June 9 – 14th 2019



Views Matter! 
A one day conference at Kew Gardens in memory 

of James Batten to explore view management, 

threats  and potential funding for restoration



The conference was sponsored by the Estate of James Batten and included 

speakers  from Virginia, Kew Gardens, private practice, Historic Royal Palaces, 

campaigners and London boroughs



Valuing Arcadia
A workshop attended by 85 stakeholders to 

launch the new TLS project ‘Valuing Arcadia’ in 

partnership with Kingston University



The workshop identified potential areas of 

research and has already opened several exciting 

avenues for project funding 



Topic Meetings
A series of meetings have been held to discuss issues that the 

TLS is involved with for example the ways that the TLS can 

partner with the London a National Park City initiative



The TLS BBQ
A BBQ at Holly Lodge to celebrate the work that the TLS 

volunteers carry out to make the TLS happen (although many 

of the volunteers spent the evening working!)



The Virginians
A delegation of 18 Virginians (representing the 

organisations that the TLS works with on our 

partner river The James) spent the week with us



The Richmonds Medal
Awarded on special anniversaries of the TLS or Scenic Virginia to an 

individual who has made an outstanding contribution to the 

conservation of the Arcadian Thames or the James River



The 2019 recipients were TLS founder Kim Wilkie 

and former Chair of the Father Thames Trust The 

Lord Watson of Richmond





The magnificent Sudbrook House provided the venue



The event raised money for the Father Thames Trust 

through Eventbrite ticket sales totaling 200 people.  





The 25th Anniversary
A gathering of the full TLS partnership and friends 

totaling 250 people at London’s Living Room in 

City Hall to mark our 25th anniversary 





The event was attended by the three TLS Patrons, HRH The Duke of 

Gloucester, Sir David Attenborough and Kim Wilkie alongside representatives 

from over 100 groups and organisations that make the TLS partnership







A range of speakers were chosen representing the ways 

that TLS has made a difference to the river environment



Volunteer opportunities to potential 

The Legacy
The week provided an opportunity to promote the TLS 

to potential volunteer groups and funders.  



The new TLS giving scheme MY Arcadia! Was widely 

promoted throughout the week. 



The programme of conferences, events and workshops provided the  

opportunity to gain support for new TLS projects such as Views Matter, 

Valuing Arcadia and On the Edge 
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